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How To Become An Ias Dr Vijay Agrawal
This is the thrilling story of an IAS aspirant whose journey began in the humble settings of a modest
village. The story runs through four crisscrossing streams. First, is an ambitious but reluctant youth
embarking on a journey to achieve the unimaginable. Second, is a vulnerable human being hanging between
the contrasting pulls of choice and destiny. The third stream is a silent student of the book called
life, where in the course of this odyssey, some invaluable and timeless lessons of wisdom dawn on the
traveller. The fourth stream is that of an experiential guide and master who has insightful lessons to
share with his fellow travellers and their guardians. The narrative has a universal appeal, resonating
with the quest of all who dare to dream and desire to achieve.
This is a motivational guide Book written by Shikhar Tripathi in a simple English language. He aims to
give momentum to your dreams and desire to become successful in your profession and your life by
learning from people who already have achieved that aim what you are aiming now. This Book includes the
life changing simple steps with powerful lessons to transform you to achieve your aims & dreams and make
your life successful. This Book will compel you to compare yourself with other successful person of your
field/profession and bound you to think that if they can do then yes you can also do and hence can
easily achieve your aims and dreams of your life and get determined you by yourself for your sure
success.
Pratiyogita Darpan (monthly magazine) is India's largest read General Knowledge and Current Affairs
Magazine. Pratiyogita Darpan (English monthly magazine) is known for quality content on General
Knowledge and Current Affairs. Topics ranging from national and international news/ issues, personality
development, interviews of examination toppers, articles/ write-up on topics like career, economy,
history, public administration, geography, polity, social, environment, scientific, legal etc, solved
papers of various examinations, Essay and debate contest, Quiz and knowledge testing features are
covered every month in this magazine.
A Tale about Three Law Students : an Encounter with Life
India Since Independence
The Best Motivational Guide to Achieve Your Aim and Dreams
Love between an IAS officer and beauty queen
IAS Mains Paper 4 Ethics Integrity & Aptitude 2021

Parents of middle class family dream their children to be a part in Administrative services, without taking least
care of their children’s personal interest. So was the case with Rajan, the slum hero of the novel. He had dreams
of his own, but something disastrous happened that changed his life. He failed miserably in his high school exam,
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passing with poor marks that led his father to issue the ‘farmaan’ that he would peruse his further studies with art
stream (just opposite to his expectations, anyway he never wished to study art like girls). But something worse
was yet to come. In order to convince a girl for his friend, he fell in love with that girl, who was daughter of a devil
in man, Kalicharan, the M.P. After passing their graduation, both prepare for IAS exam. He takes it as T20
championship and as Indian cricket team would do, he also lost, but till then he had gathered treasure worth
billions. His dream girl overcomes the hurdle but there're more hurdles waiting in their love story and future.
There’re two arch enemies, their respective fathers. Kalicharan & Karia Anna are the main obstacles in their way.
The former bullies him at their 1st meeting and wouldn't allow taking away his daughter too easily and later who
wished his son to be an IAS, wouldn't allow him to get his goal easily. What would Rajoo do when there is no one
to back him? It’s a conflict between- Love V/S Relation - Desire V/S Dreams - Son V/S Father - Student V/S IAS T20
Disha's BESTSELLER "23 Years CSAT General Studies IAS Prelims & Mains Topic-wise Solved Papers (1995-2017)"
consists of past years solved papers of the General Studies Paper 1 & 2 distributed into 8 Units and 52 Topics. This
is the 8th edition of the book and has been thoroughly revised and updated. The book has been designed in 2
colour so as to make it more student friendly. The book also provides Essays divided topic-wise from 1993-2016.
The strength of the book lies in the Errorless DETAILED Solutions. The book is 100% useful for both the General
Studies papers (1 and 2) of the Prelims/ CSAT.
Ramachandra Guha’s India after Gandhi is a magisterial account of the pains, struggles, humiliations and glories of
the world’s largest and least likely democracy. A riveting chronicle of the often brutal conflicts that have rocked a
giant nation, and of the extraordinary individuals and institutions who held it together, it established itself as a
classic when it was first published in 2007. In the last decade, India has witnessed, among other things, two
general elections; the fall of the Congress and the rise of Narendra Modi; a major anti-corruption movement; more
violence against women, Dalits, and religious minorities; a wave of prosperity for some but the persistence of
poverty for others; comparative peace in Nagaland but greater discontent in Kashmir than ever before. This tenth
anniversary edition, updated and expanded, brings the narrative up to the present. Published to coincide with
seventy years of the country’s independence, this definitive history of modern India is the work of one of the
world’s finest scholars at the height of his powers.
Once Upon an IAS Exam
THE LOVE OF REINCARNATION
The UPSC Odyssey: Daring to Dream an IAS Officer
India and the World of the Twenty-first Century
5 Mock Tests for UPSC Civil Services IAS-IPS Mains General Studies Paper 1
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SUCCESS STORIES OF IAS EXAM CRACKERSPrabhat Prakashan
UPSC New Syllabus & Tips to Crack IAS Preliminary and Mains Exam with Rapid GK 2019 ebook is the revised
3rd edition of the syllabus book for undergraduate STUDENTS taking up the UPSC examinations for
recruitment into the Indian Administrative Services (IAS). The book also provides tips & techniques to
crack the IAS exams with special focus on Subject-wise planning for the Prelim Exam. The book contains
the details of each and every subject topic which is relevant to the IAS Preliminary and Mains
examination. The book will update the aspirants on the latest changes in the syllabus of the Preliminary
and Mains exams. It is an important handy tool for the aspirants which they can refer throughout their
preparation.
This book is an outcome of sheer hard work of successful candidates. Previously; I had given thought to
publish the success stories last year too but it could not materialize. Subsequently; when I came in
contact with successful candidates; I realized that some had so unique journeys that I could not resist
myself to give shape to the idea which was in mind since long. Again; the question arose to whom should
I approach since I had known only limited number of successful candidates. In this book you will find a
unique success pattern of each successful officer. Some of them come from backward areas; some have
average educational qualification; so that you may realize that successful candidates not born with a
silver spoon. Some of them were already in job; it is interesting to see how they could sale through
their arduous journey and made it to the destination.
Essays for Civil Services
Pax Indica
IAS Prelims Magic 2013 (Paper 1)
Mission IAS - Prelim & Main Exam, Trends, How to prepare, Toppers' Interviews, Strategies, Tips &
Detailed Syllabus 3rd Edition
A True Love Story of An IAS Officer and A School Teacher
An unorthodox and maverick administrator, the author worked in top policy positions, but the system rejected the reforms that he
advocated. In his career he followed the economic philosophy of socialism for the poor and free market for the rich . However, the
political and administrative system in India seemed to believe in indifference to the poor and control over the rich to facilitate rent
seeking . The book is full of anecdotes ranging from how the author resisted political corruption that led to the Prime Minister s
annoyance to a situation when the author himself bribed the Chief Minister to scrap oppressive laws against tribal women. As Joint
Secretary, Minorities Commission, the author exposed the communal bias of the district administration in handling riots in Meerut; he was
punished for bringing to light the killing of innocent Muslim women and children by the police. When Bihar became a failed state
during the Lalu Prasad Yadav era of 1990‒2005, the author did not hesitate in rebuking the Chief Secretary who was his senior in service,
and accused IAS officials in Bihar of behaving like English-speaking politicians. Despite their high integrity, hard work and competence,
IAS officials do not exercise sufficient control over the field staff who collude with the junior staff in reporting false figures on hunger
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deaths, malnutrition and usage of toilets, leading to erosion of accountability. Not only do many welfare programmes such as NREGA,
ICDS and PDS have design flaws, governance in India at the state and district levels is also quite weak, manifesting itself in poor service
delivery, uncaring administration, corruption, and uncoordinated and wasteful public expenditure. Analysing the present Indian situation,
the book suggests policy changes in all cross-cutting systemic issues such as the role of politicians, tenure, size and nature of Indian
bureaucracy, accountability, monitoring of programmes and civil service reforms, which will transform individual competencies of IAS
officers into better collective outcomes.
To benefit Upsc aspirants throughout India, Smart Upsc Ias Syllabus Tracker 2020 has come up with it s official App through which it s
expert guidance and Syllabus , Tasks , ELigibility, cutoff of Upsc Exam can be accessed by student s on their phones from every nook and
corner of India. ALL UPSC PREPARATION FOR IAS IFS IPS IRS GS PRELIMS MAINS OPTIONAL UPSC SYLLABUS TRACKER GUIDE QUIZ
PREVIOUS YEARS UNSTOPPABLE UPSC APP ENGLISH AND HINDI 2020 2021 2022 Upsc Syllabus Treding Ebook 2020. Key Main features of
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More ALL ABOUT UPSC IAS. Link --> https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.blogspot.iasgurusurya.www.smartupsc This will
be helpful for people preparing for the world of UPSC ASPIRANTS for Prelims and Mains Exam, Jobs and toppers recommend this app.This
is a very useful Essay writing app in English for UPSC IAS preparation and free video lectures(This will be next update) for UPSC IAS are also
available. INDIA's The MOST POPULAR Educational App for UPSC ( IAS ). Trusted by 4 Million Users. ̀̀ START YOU PREPARATION WITH
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IAS EXAM PREPARTION BOOKS IN ENGLISH IAS , UPSC IAS SYLLABUS TRACKER GUIDE BOOKS , UPSC IAS EXAM SYLLABUS TRACKER GUIDE
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This book describes the beautiful love story between an IAS officer and a beauty queen. Beauty queen is heroine of the novel & Aakrit is
real hero of the novel. He is sincere, determinant and an UPSC aspirant. He has all the qualities of an IAS officer. He met a fashion icon girl
named Beauty queen in college. Aakrit never get-attracted towards that girl like every boy. Aakrit becomes a favourite of all professors in
college. On the other hand, the beauty queen felt strange that the new boy is not giving her attention. Aakrit used to enter college s gate
with newspaper that s why Beauty queen named him Mr. Current affair. Beauty queen did lots of efforts to gain Aakrit s attention but
she fails every time. Unknowingly she developed a likeness for Aakrit. Beauty queen always sits near Aakrit and always teases him as a
book lover. They both have funny conversations. After two years Aakrit became an IAS officer. Seeing Aakrit as an IAS officer beauty queen
feel very happy but few things happened which forced her to choose UPSC as her career. After some time, she took admission in famous
Ojaank IAS academy and she get transformed to perfect human being and she cracked the UPSC exam. Read the complete story to know
what happened that forced Beauty queen to become an IAS officer? Read the complete story to know whether she gets Aakrit her true
love? Read the complete story to know whether Aakrit too loves Beauty queen silently? Read the complete story to know how Ojaank
Academy turned a Beauty queen to an UPSC queen. Maybe it can turn you as well?
23 Years CSAT General Studies IAS Prelims Topic-wise Solved Papers (1995-2017) 8th Edition
(Free Sample) The Secret Code of UPSC Toppers
UPSC CSE SYLLABUS BOOKS
The Golden Morning
Join the Bar

Rajesh Patil was born to poor farm workers in the backward Khandesh region of Maharashtra. He worked as a child labourer picking
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cotton, selling bread, and doing small jobs. But what set him apart was that, unlike most of his peers, he was driven by an intense
desire to improve his lot through education. Against great odds, he moved to Nashik for a B.Sc. and then to Pune for an M.Sc. in
statistics - all this with the help of freeships, scholarships and the support of his teachers, friends and well-wishers. By dint of his hard
work, he managed to get into the Indian Statistical Service, but the Indian Administrative Service was his goal. Unsuccessful at first, he
persisted until eventually he cracked the competitive exams and qualified for the IAS. Maa, I've Become a Collector is the inspiring
account of Rajesh's struggles that has been a bestseller in Marathi, Hindi, Gujarati and Odia and motivated thousands of students in
India's hinterlands in their quest for a better life. At the same time, it is much more than one man's story - it is a riveting and revelatory
account of rural India
Disha’s ‘Mission IAS’ is acclaimed as one of the most authoritative and comprehensive books of high-quality reference materials to
understand the pattern, syllabus, level & Scope of IAS exam and to devise a strategy to prepare and crack the exam. The Main features
of the thoroughly Revised & Updated 2nd edition book are -- • Exclusively designed to cater to the aspirants of IAS - Prelims & Main
Exam. • Covers exam patterns of CSAT (Prelims & Main - English, GS & optional subjects) as well as Interview. • Covers service
profile -- recruitment, training, functions, promotions, designations, remunerations of ‘All India Services’ & ‘Central Civil Service’
-Group ‘A’ & ‘B’ under UPSC -- Civil Service Exams like IAS, IPS, IFS, IRS, etc. • Infographics, bar charts and data in tabular form
facilitating information quickly and clearly. • Language is lucid making problem-solving fun to candidates of diverse backgrounds. •
Keeping the whole coverage of the book in accordance with the syllabus and pattern of the exam, it will act as a standard reference and
preparation material for all the needs of aspirants of CSAT. • Preparation material is in line with the analysis of Previous Years' Exams
Papers which will help aspirants know the trend of the questions and the difficulty level of the same.
1. Serves as a perfect exercise manual. 2. Divided into 2 sections to provide better practical knowledge 3. Previous 10 Years’ Solved
Papers quick revision 4. Detailed and authentic solutions 5. 5 Mock Tests for self-assessment Presenting the first edition of “BITSAT
10 Years’ Solved Papers 5 Mock Tests” has been designed to serve as a perfect exercise manual for the exams. As the name suggests,
the book is carefully comprised with questions exactly on the lines of the evolving examination pattern. Divided into 2 sections, it
provides better understanding of the concepts and practical knowledge to the competitors. Previous 10 Years’ Solved Papers
(2021-2012) have been given with detailed and authentic solutions for conceptual clarity and quick revision. Supported with 5 Mock
Tests framed exactly on the latest pattern & trend of BITSAT, it helps the students in thorough practice and to assess their preparation
level for before the examination. Going through this book will give you an exact idea of the questions asked in BITSAT. TOC
Previous 10 Years’ Solved Papers [2021-2012], Mock Test [1-5]
An Insider’s View
How To Face IAS Interview: Character and Nation Building (Prabhat Prakashan)
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Ano-Rectal Endosonography and Manometry in Paediatrics
Maa, I've Become a Collector
IAS Mains Chapterwise Solved Papers General Studies
The Civil Services are the most prestigious and responsible services in India. It is a major attraction for the educated youth.
Every youth desires to become a Civil Servant. In a population of over 125 crores, merely 1,000 Civil Servants are selected
every year from amongst several lakhs of candidates who apply. From these figures, one can easily understand the
superiority and importance of the services. The candidates who apply for the services have to undergo a three-phase
selection process. The candidates who manage to qualify the fiery examinations are selected and pledge to serve the
nation with their unmatched radiance. This book is a humble attempt to guide candidates on the road to preparing for the
Civil Services Examination. This book tells you how to prepare for the examination and the points to remember while
studying for it. Most of the difficulties and doubts which the candidates face have been addressed by this book. The author
of the book is himself an IAS officer and was a topper in the Civil Services Examination. This book is based on his deep and
vast experience which he has presented before the aspiring candidates. This is a very useful book for all the candidates
appearing for competitive examinations and also for those who want to succeed in their career.
These three books provide a firm foundation to those students, who aspire to embark upon a successful and rewarding
career. The books are complementary to each other. Reading and imbibing the techniques suggested, guarantee curricular
and professional success. A worthwhile investment that would go a long way in developing careers.
This book also creates an understanding of interview in its totality. Knowing the types of interviews, the importance of
interview, mock interview and bio-data/curriculum vitae is described. The significance of an informational interview is
explained and the ways to handle group discussion and interviews are given.—From book
Time Management for Students
The Art of Study
UPSC New Syllabus & Tips to Crack IAS Preliminary and Mains Exam with Rapid GK 2019 ebook 3rd Edition
Quick Guide for IAS Officers
Pratiyogita Darpan

In this lively, informative and insightful book, Shashi Tharoor brilliantly demonstrates how Indian diplomacy has come of
age and forecasts where it will need to focus in the new millennium. He surveys India’s major international relationships
in detail, evokes the country’s soft power and offers his thoughts on a new ‘grand strategy’ for the nation, arguing that
India must move beyond non-alignment to multi-alignment. Stimulating, reflective, elegantly written and passionately
engaged, Pax Indica is another substantial achievement from one of the finest Indian authors of our times.
• Best Selling Book in English Edition for IDBI Bank Executive Exam with objective-type questions as per the latest
syllabus given by the IDBI Bank. • Compare your performance with other students using Smart Answer Sheets in
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EduGorilla’s IDBI Bank Executive Exam Practice Kit. • IDBI Bank Executive Exam Preparation Kit comes with 17 Tests
(8 Mock Tests + 6 Sectional Tests + 3 Previous Year Papers) with the best quality content. • Increase your chances of
selection by 14X. • IDBI Bank Executive Exam Prep Kit comes with well-structured and 100% detailed solutions for all
the questions. • Clear exam with good grades using thoroughly Researched Content by experts.
• Best Selling Book in English Edition for SBI Apprentice Exam with objective-type questions as per the latest syllabus
given by the SBI. • Compare your performance with other students using Smart Answer Sheets in EduGorilla’s SBI
Apprentice Exam Practice Kit. • SBI Apprentice Exam Preparation Kit comes with 22 Tests (10 Mock Tests + 12
Sectional Tests) with the best quality content. • Increase your chances of selection by 14X. • SBI Apprentice Exam Prep
Kit comes with well-structured and 100% detailed solutions for all the questions. • Clear exam with good grades using
thoroughly Researched Content by experts.
IAS Foundation for Class 11, 12 & Undergraduate Students (General Studies, Comprehension, Essays & Articles)
My Journey from Crushing Rural Poverty to the Corridors of Power
A Thrilling Marathon between Choice and Destiny
SUCCESS STORIES OF IAS EXAM CRACKERS
A thorough and incisive introduction to contemporary India The story of the forging of India, the world's largest
democracy, is a rich and inspiring one. This volume, a sequel to the best-selling India's Struggle for Independence,
analyses the challenges India has faced and the successes it has achieved, in the light of its colonial legacy and
century-long struggle for freedom. The book describes how the Constitution was framed, as also how the Nehruvian
political and economic agenda and basics of foreign policy were evolved and developed. It dwells on the
consolidation of the nation, examining contentious issues like party politics in the Centre and the states, the Punjab
problem, and anti-caste politics and untouchability. This revised edition offers a scathing analysis of the growth of
communalism in India and the use of state power in furthering its cause. It also documents the fall of the National
Democratic Alliance in the 2004 General Elections, the United Progressive Alliance's subsequent rise to power and
the Indo-US Nuclear Deal that served to unravel the political consensus at the centre. Apart from detailed analyses
of Indian economic reforms since 1991 and wide-ranging land reforms and the Green Revolution, this new edition
includes an overview of the Indian economy in the new millennium. These, along with objective assessments of
Jawaharlal Nehru, Indira Gandhi, Jayaprakash Narayan, Lal Bahadur Shastri, Rajiv Gandhi, Vishwanath Pratap
Singh, Atal Bihari Vajpayee and Manmohan Singh, constitute a remarkable overview of a nation on the move.
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A story of a boy who became an IAS officer and a girl who became a government teacher. Unfortunately, they get
into a car accident. After a few years, Ankit gets rebirth on this planet. Sometimes, his subconscious mind brings
light which revives the memories that how does he meet her, how does he get married to her, and how does he get
the support of his beloved Anjali to become an IAS officer? The reincarnation depicts his memories. He does some
brainstorming about dreams. He dispels his memories but intimately relationship engages in them. Although he jots
this down without explicit information, he makes a ceaseless effort to see obscure dreams.
This is NOT just another book on how to crack UPSC. • This will not teach you how to crack Prelims, Mains or the
Interview (although you can score significantly higher with the concepts given inside). • Nor does this book teach
you shortcuts or hacks to ace the exam. No. • This book is a roadmap. It will take you beyond the syllabus and into
the mind of a UPSC Topper. It is a window into how a UPSC Topper thinks, behaves and performs consistently at a
high level. This book is an attempt at what every other UPSC book has tried to do but failed - to inspire, motivate
and most of all, instil hope. It is a deep dive into the science behind high performance studying and consistently
delivering superior results. One cannot clear UPSC exam by merely studying for it - one has to live it. The answer to
what separates the cream of the crop from the lakhs of other aspirants lies within these pages. • The secret code
will not just help you clear the exam but grow into an IAS officer along the way. Once you do that, clearing the exam
will be easy. To become an officer, you have to first live like one. And this book will show you how.
IAS Mains General Studies Paper 4 Ethics Integrity & Aptitude
UPSC IAS SYLLABUS CSE GS MAINS PRELIMS MICRO TOPICS ADVANCE STUDY BOOK
IAS Prelims 2017 A Complete Guide
What Ails the IAS and Why It Fails to Deliver
Mission IAS - Prelim/ Main Exam, Trends, How to prepare, Strategies, Tips & Detailed Syllabus 2nd Edition
Quick Guide for IAS Officers deals with the history of district administration and Indian civil services. The author has
clearly explained the formation of the public service commission. This book contains detailed FAQs on all Indian civil
services. It features the power and functions of district collectors enshrined in various enactments, including the
criminal procedure code and other laws.
The civil services examination (CSE) is considered to be the mother of all written examination and before starting the
preparation for the paper; the aspirants are required to know the insights of it which will fast track their preparation
level. The written exam (main) consists of nine papers, but only 7 papers are counted for final merit ranking. For the
remaining two papers, candidates should secure minimum marks prescribed by the commission each year. The series
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of IAS Mains General Studies of Paper – 4 deals with Ethics, Integrity and Aptitude, this book has been designed to give
an in-depth coverage of all the topics as prescribed in the syllabus. You get the detailed explanations for the issues
related to ethics & integrity, complete coverage of moral philosophy through various philosophers of India & the world.
This book provides: 1. New case studies along with the solutions as asked in the GS Paper – 4 2. Complete restructuring
of Unit – 5, 6 & 7 3. Solved Papers of 2020 & 2021 with detailed solutions 4. Detailed explanations for issues related to
ethics & integrity 5. Complete coverage of Moral philosophy through various philosophers of India and the world 6.
Discussion of the theoretical concepts with contemporary examples 7. unit wise exam pattern Question based on UPSC
exam TOC Solved Papers 2020 & 2021, Unit 1: Ethics and Human Interface, Unit 2: Attitude, Unit 3: Aptitude &
Foundational Values for Civil Services, Unit 4: Emotion Intelligence, Unit 5: Moral Thinkers and Philosophers from India
and World, Unit 6: Public/Civil Service Values and Ethics in Public Administration, Unit 7: Probity in Governance, Case
Studies, Glossary, Advanced Contemporary Case Studies.
Many of the stories in this collection are based on the personal experience of the author as a schoolteacher. They also
deal with the day to day problems faced by the common people in our society. A few of the stories relate to her
experiences in the United States of America where she has spent considerable time.
ALL ABOUT UPSC CIVIL SERVICES EXAM
India After Gandhi: The History of the World's Largest Democracy
SBI Apprentice Recruitment Exam Prep Book | 10 Mock Tests + 12 Sectional Tests (1300+ Solved Questions)
love is god and mercy divine
How To Succeed In Civil Services
1. The book is designed for preparation of civil services exams 2. It is divided into 4 papers and segmented into topics. 3. Last 5 Years solved
papers are given to understand the changing paper. 4. Chapterwise Questions are provided from 2020 to 1997 for practice. 5. Solved Papers
2020-2017 are given for practice. Candidates, who are appearing in IAS Main Exams, are always in need of comprehensive and accurate
study material which could actually serve the purpose for the smart and cumulative understanding of the subject. General Studies is a very
dynamic topic which requires in depth analysis and vast knowledge. With the current edition of "IAS Mains General Studies Chapterwise
Solved Papers 2020-1997" candidates are guided with the authentic source of information following the current paper pattern. The book is
divided into 4 Parts providing complete practice of each paper. Every chapter is loaded with good number of questions from 1997 to 2020
along with detailed solutions. Solved Papers (2020-2017) are provided to get the better insight of the question papers and its pattern. TOC
Solved Paper 2020-2017 (Paper - I, II, III, IV), Paper I – Indian Heritage and Culture, History and Geography of the World and Society, Paper
II – Governance, Constitution, Polity, Social Justice and International Relations, Paper III – Technology, Economic Development, Biodiversity,
Environment, Security and Disaster Management, Paper IV – Ethics, Integrity and Aptitude.
IAS is one of the most sought after career these days. For an aspirant to be successful in this exam, he must have a thorough knowledge of
India - social, political, economical, geographical, international climate. Students need to start well in advance such that they not only attain
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the fundamental knowledge but also gain the ability to generate their opinion and ideas about a topic. The IAS Foundation Book is an attempt
in the same direction. Undergraduate Students and class 11/ 12 students who aspire for this career can start with this book. The book
provides 175+ articles from diverse areas like History, Geography of the World , Polity Governance, Constitution, Social Justice, International
relations, Technology, Economic Development, Bio diversity, Environment, Security, Disaster Management, Ethics, Integrity and Aptitude.
These articles not just provide you the complete update on the topic but will also guide you to analyse and explore the various issues
associated with it. The articles are followed by exercises constituting vocabulary questions, comprehension questions, related general
awareness questions and opinion creation/ analytical questions. The book provides answers to the 1st three type of questions. The opinion
creation/ analytical questions are open-ended and requires a lot of thinking and analysis before answering. It is one of the most powerful book
that will expose you to the most sensitive issues, ideas, events, people or places.
Product description of IAS e-book This e-book is a brief blueprint for cracking the IAS prelims exam 2017. This e-book provides an in-depth
strategy to tackle each and every aspect of the IAS prelims exam from the most basic question on how to start the IAS prelims preparation to
strategies followed by IAS Toppers of the last few years. The e-book gives a step by step strategy for the candidates to help them do a
systematic planning and preparation for the IAS Preliminary exam. This e-book saves both time and energy of IAS aspirants as it provides the
student with all know-how of the IAS prelims exam and acts as a one-stop repository for all the information regarding the IAS Exam. One of
the key features of this e-book is catering the questions like how to manage stress during IAS exam and how to prepare a timetable for IAS
exam, which book to read and which websites to follow for the IAS exam. This e-book will enrich an IAS aspirant’s preparation in a
wholesome manner. It makes an attempt to guide the candidates on what is the right approach to tackle this highly unpredictable and
competitive exam. It covers everything that a candidate needs to know starting from the history and evolution of Civil Services in India, to
what to read and what not to read, to tips from the IAS toppers. It gives a topic wise detailed explanation of the syllabus and the related
questions that have been asked in the past five years in the exam. The book analyse the latest trend in the IAS prelims exam and decodes
the live strategy of IAS aspirants to crack the IAS prelims exam. It shows how the IAS Prelims exam has evolved over the years and how the
focus is shifting more towards application-based questions, mostly influenced by current affairs. It gives quick revision tips to the candidates
along with tips on how to make notes. The e-book also provides guidance on how to sustain motivation throughout the long exam procedure.
Main Highlights Civil Services- History and its Evolution through the times Topic wise detail explanation of Syllabus of both papers Topic wise
questions from last five years, with answers Tips on websites to follow for IAS exam Tips to overcome stress during IAS exam Tips to Sustain
Motivation Booklist from IAS Toppers Tips from IAS Toppers
Student vs IAS T20
IAS Mains Civil Services General Studies Chapterwise Solved Papers (2021-1997)
IDBI Executive Recruitment Exam Prep Book | 2000+ Solved Questions (8 Mock Tests + 6 Sectional Tests + 3 Previous Year Papers)
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